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- Research Journal Of Pharmaceutical Biological And Chemical Sciences
- Middle East Journal Of Scientific Research
- International Journal Of Pharmacy And Technology
- International Journal Of Pure And Applied Mathematics
- International Journal Of Applied Engineering Research
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FACULTY PUBLICATIONS

Scopus

- Khanaa, V.
- Thooyamani, K.P.
- Kaliyamurthie, K.P.
- Masthan, K.M.K.
- Srinivasan, V.
- Indiran, V.
- Jeyanthi Rebecca, L.
- Nalini, C.
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INSTITUTION WISE PUBLICATIONS

- Bharath University
- Sree Balaji Medical College & Hospital SBMCH
- Sree Balaji Dental College & Hospital SBDCCH
- Tagore Engineering College
- Bharath Institute of Higher Education and Research BIHER
- Sathyabama University
- Bharath Institute of Science and Technology BIST
- Tagore Dental College and Hospital
- Anna University
- SRM Institute of Science and Technology
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